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Abstract
Multimodal retrieval has gained much attention lately due to its effectiveness over uni-modal retrieval. For instance, visual
features often under-constrain the description of an image in content-based retrieval; however, another modality, such as
collateral text, can be introduced to abridge the semantic gap and make the retrieval process more efficient. This article
proposes the application of cross-modal fusion and retrieval on real in vivo gastrointestinal images and linguistic cues, as the
visual features alone are insufficient for image description and to assist gastroenterologists. So, a cross-modal information
retrieval approach has been proposed to retrieve related images given text and vice versa while handling the heterogeneity
gap issue among the modalities. The technique comprises two stages: (1) individual modality feature learning; and (2) fusion
of two trained networks. In the first stage, two self-organizing maps (SOMs) are trained separately using images and texts,
which are clustered in the respective SOMs based on their similarity. In the second (fusion) stage, the trained SOMs are
integrated using an associative network to enable cross-modal retrieval. The underlying learning techniques of the associative
network include Hebbian learning and Oja learning (Improved Hebbian learning). The introduced framework can annotate
images with keywords and illustrate keywords with images, and it can also be extended to incorporate more diversemodalities.
Extensive experimentation has been performed on real gastrointestinal images obtained from a known gastroenterologist that
have collateral keywords with each image. The obtained results proved the efficacy of the algorithm and its significance in
aiding gastroenterologists in quick and pertinent decision making.

Keywords Self-organizing map · Hebbian learning · Oja rule · Cross-modal retrieval · Gastrointestinal endoscopy

1 Introduction

Annotation of images, and illustration of texts, is a skilled
task carried out by experienced professionals. Keywords in
text and exemplar image features are used simultaneously
to compensate and enhance information in one modality
(say, visual features) by using the information in another
(e.g., keywords). Given the explosive growth of visual infor-
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mation, partly due to the expansion of the Web and partly
due to the introduction of sophisticated and inexpensive
image capture systems, there is an urgent need to develop
programs that can learn to annotate. Automatic annotation
systems are among the key areas of research and develop-
ment nowadays and beyond, and machine learning is the
vital technology in developing such systems [1, 2].Moreover,
cross-modal systems have miscellaneous real-life applica-
tions such as face-voice matching and retrieval, disaster and
emergency management, spoken-to-sign language transcrip-
tion, emotion recognition, YouTube video categorization,
andbiomedical image retrieval for helpingphysicians to visu-
alize similar cases [3].

The study of multimodal communication is being pursued
in neurobiology [4], with emphasis on how communication
in one modality (say, speech) may complement or sup-
press information in another mode (for example, vision) in
a systematic way [5]. It has been argued that learning to
communicate in a multimodal environment is facilitated by
processes akin to self-organization in the infant’s brain [6].
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Delayed bleeding after endoscopic
submucosal dissection (ESD) for
gastric epithelial neoplasms is a
major complication. Also in [45]...
investigated factors related to   
 post-ESD bleeding to identify
preventive measures.

Analysis of Delayed Bleeding

Figure 9 shows the bleeding in
small bowel...

Also in [45]...

Fig 9. Bleeding colonic polyp

Fig. 1 Image and collateral text including caption, figure reference,
section title, and the related reference for a gastral in vivo image
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Fig. 2 Flow diagram of the proposed image annotation and retrieval
system. Each neural network is validated for its performance and con-
sistency after training before going to the Oja network. SOM is also
known as the Kohonen map

Taking the analogy of an animal’s brain,where there are iden-
tifiable areas for processing a specific mode (such as vision,
speech, and touch) that nevertheless communicates with oth-
ers, one can argue that the brain is a multi-net system with
sophisticated communications across specialist areas. Image
features alone might be insufficient to discern the dataset
using a single modality. For instance, when a layman sees
an endoscopy picture, he may not be able to understand it.
Perhaps, he can try to understand it with the help of collateral
text (such as caption, figure reference, and related citation)
describing the image (Fig. 1). So, automatic image annota-
tion, especially using linguistic descriptions of the contents of
an image (collection), attempts to bridge the semantic ‘gap’
between low-level image features and meaning related to
objects and events depicted in an image [7].

So, motivated by the fact that multiple modalities pro-
vide more information and better understanding, a novel
framework has been proposed in this article that can learn
to associate different data modalities, for instance, images
with keywords, in this study. Two SOM networks are trained

with information about an object in two different modal-
ities for a hybrid system. During the concurrent training
of the SOMs, Oja links (associative Oja network) are cre-
ated between the simultaneously most active nodes on the
two maps. The outputs of the SOMs act as an input to the
Oja network; therefore, the network not only learns to asso-
ciate the two map regions but also learns the strength of the
association—the higher the activation of the nodes in the
two SOMs, the higher the strength. This hybrid multi-net
system can operate as an image annotation system that, once
trained, can annotate unannotated images (labeling). The sys-
tem can be used equally as a keyword illustration system for
image retrieval. In contrast to existing systems, particularly
user relevance feedback systems, our approach only requires
an exemplar set of images with keywords for the training
process. The proposed framework is an extension of the tech-
nique presented in [8] with an application in gastrointestinal
data. So, a comparative analysis has also been performed
between these techniques, along with different combinations
of various image and text features.

The proposed research has several benefits in the medi-
cal field. Medical judgment is subjective and may vary from
physician to physician, thus requiring comprehensive expert
annotations to reach a concord. Computer-aided diagnosis
considerably improves the prognosis by assisting physicians
in clinical diagnosis and treatment [9]. For instance, doc-
tors can review similar old medical cases by retrieving the
related images or linguistic cues for better decision making
on new cases [10]. Moreover, the introduced system can be
valuable to medical undergraduates and interns for study-
ing and learning about a disease by relating images with
technical phraseology [11]. Patients can perform an auto-
matic diagnosis by themselves from the laboratory reports
and accompanying pictures (for example, X-rays, CT and
MRI scans) using a website or a mobile application [12].
Researchers can enhance this work by encompassing more
modalities to design a robotic system to utilize in the medical
area and assist mankind [13].

The remaining article is organized as follows: Sect. 2 dis-
cusses relatedworks, introduction to traditional SOM, image,
and text features, Sect. 3 explains the Hebbian and Oja learn-
ing, Sect. 4 describes the proposed endoscopy cross-modal
retrieval method, experimental analysis and results are cov-
ered in Sects. 5, and 6 concludes the work.

Contributions

The significant contributions of the article are as follows:

1. The proposed hybrid self-organizing map (HSOM) tech-
nique associates the information from endoscopy images
and collateral text to create an image annotation and
retrieval system.
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2. Oja learning rule has been utilized to integrate two self-
organizing maps trained separately on image and text
modalities.

3. The experimentation has been performed on the real
gastrointestinal data obtained from a known gastroen-
terologist.

4. Comparative analysis has beenperformedbetweenHSOM
withHebb rule andHSOMwithOja rule image–text inte-
gration networks.

2 Background

This section covers the recent works related to the proposed
approach and also gives an introduction to the traditional
techniques which have been used in the existing literature.

2.1 Related work

In neural computing literature, there are reports of multi-net
systems that comprise neural networks where each becomes
an expert on solving a task or part of a task, and their outputs
are joined to form a unique output.Multi-nets should, in prin-
ciple, deal with complex nonlinear problems that single-nets
cannot solve [14]. Images in large and broadly categorized
online collections or collections developed by specialist com-
munities (medical images and scene of crime images [15])
are often accompanied by one or more keywords per image.
These collections can, in principle, be indexed and queried
using the visual features of an image using so-called content-
based image retrieval systems.

Annotating images by an expert is costly, so the authors
have proposed a technique based on a shallow network
and deep learning for the automatic generation of semantic
description for an image [16, 17]. This has led researchers
to combine visual features and keyword indexing. However,
the keyword annotation of images is carried out manually
[18, 19]. For instance, multi-net systems have been used
in forensic science with some success [15]. The linguistic
descriptions, especially keywords, are created to capture the
essence of meaning related to a given object or event. Proto-
type systems have been developed for annotating imageswith
keywords based on probabilistic associations between visual
features and the collateral keywords [20]. The development
of the PICSOM system [21] and its various extensions [22]
shows how, given a set of images labeled with keywords, a
system of self-organized classifiers can be trained to detect
the presence of keywords. The output is then used to label
a test set using a sophisticated image similarity assessment.
PICSOM draws upon the experience of the large document
retrieval system WEBSOM and continues with the tradition
of building modular SOM systems [23].

In [24], authors have studied image retrieval using visual
words and their weighted average of triangular histograms
(WATH). The bag-of-visualwords (BoVW) enables to ignore
the spatial features, and an order-less histogram of visual
words can represent an image. The proposed method has
reduced the semantic gaps for image features and image
semantics and overfitting issues for more extensive dictio-
naries. The pre-trained VGG16 network has been utilized
for image feature extraction in [25]. The authors utilized
the VGG16 features along with multi-class support vector
machine (SVM) to classify diseases in Eggplant. VGG16
feature extraction has also been utilized in classifying mali-
cious software with the help of SVM classifier [26].

Deep transfer learning (VGG16, VGG19, and DenseNet1
21) and data augmentation techniques have been utilized
in [27] to design a fingerprint pattern classifier capable of
classifying six different categories. In [28], authors compare
multiple deep learning pre-trained models such as VGG19,
VGG16, Alexnet, Inceptionv3, and Resnet50 on the Gujarati
food image classification task. Authors in [29] have utilized
VGG16, along with six other pre-trained deep learning mod-
els for cotton weed recognition. VGG16 has been used as
an image feature extractor in [30] for multispectral pedes-
trian detection. A deep supervised hashing approach based
on selective pool feature map has been proposed in [31]
for image retrieval and two pre-trained models, VGG16 and
AlexNet, have been exploited. Zernike moments have been
used for edge detection in the concrete surface roughness
measurement method [32].

Paek et al. [33] integrated the images and texts by apply-
ing the statistical method tf*idf for text and of*iif for images
and combining the two measurements. tf*idf is the term
frequency multiplied by the inverse document frequency,
a well-known approach for classifying text. Paek et al.
created integrated feature vectors that are used for catego-
rizing indoor/outdoor images and texts with an accuracy of
86%. In [34], authors have focused on understanding the
semantic concept rather than traditional syntactic for clus-
tering text records. TFIDF and K-means algorithms are used
for document clustering. A multimodal semantics enhanced
joint embedding technique has been proposed in [35]. Here,
TFIDF features are integrated with LSTM for effective
recipe-image cross-modal retrieval process. In [36], a PAN-
LDA approach has been proposed where latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) features have been utilized for analyzing
the coronavirus disease data along with online news articles,
generating a new set of features.

Latent semantic indexing (LSI), a recognized text doc-
ument indexing method, has been adapted to work in
conjunction with image features by other authors with vary-
ing degrees of success [37]. It has been argued that LSI
cannot distinguish between different modalities in a joint
feature space and tends to perform quite poorly compared
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to techniques that differentiate between different modalities,
including cross-modal factor analysis [38].

Neuron-based spiking transmission and reasoning net-
work (NSTRN) is proposed in [39], which is motivated by
the neuron spike signals in the brain. Spiking activation
function inspired feature sender encodes only vital infor-
mation in images and text into binary codes, which lessens
the transmission cost. The feature receiver has a recurrent
design that learns long-term information by applying global
and temporal attention blocks. To learn the joint image–text
representations, a novel contrastive cross-modal knowledge
sharing pre-training (COOKIE) approach has been intro-
duced in [40]. A module in the proposed method comprises
a weight-sharing transformer placed on the head of image
and text encoders, which semantically aligns the visual and
textual information. Contrastive learning has been incorpo-
rated to share knowledge between diverse models. Authors
in [41] have introduced a unified framework with ranking
learning (URL) for effective cross-modal retrieval tasks. The
framework comprises a visual network, textual network, and
interaction network. Visual and textual networks project the
image and text features into their respective hidden spaces,
and the interaction network impels the target image–text rep-
resentation to associate in the shared space.

2.2 Introduction to traditional SOM

The self-organizing map is also popularly known as the
Kohonen map after the name of its founder Teuvo Kohonen
[42]. SOM is an unsupervised machine learning technique
that maps the multi-dimensional data to (usually) a two-
dimensional grid of neurons or nodes referred to as a map.
Similar input instances are associated with nodes closer in
the grid; however, the less similar ones are linkedwith farther
nodes [43]. The fundamental idea behind SOM is that each
input vector is associated with a SOMnode that best matches
it or the node that wins it (referred to as the best matching
unit or BMU). The BMU’s spatial neighbors in the map are
also dragged toward that input vector, updating the shape
of the map. A SOM node can act as the BMU for multiple
inputs. SOM helps visualize the high-dimensional data by
mapping it into a 2-D map and clusters similar data together.
A traditional self-organizing map consists of two layers: (1)
the input layer (which comprises the input instances); and
(2) the output layer (which constitutes a grid of SOM neu-
rons/nodes for mapping inputs). The step-by-step procedure
of SOM learning is described in [44].

2.3 Image feature extraction

Endoscopy image feature extraction has been performed
using Zernike moments (ZM) and a pre-trained VGG16 con-
volution neural network. The features have been chosen to

Table 1 Different deep learning models chosen for experimentation (in
MATLAB) along with classification accuracy (using SVM) to select the
best accuracy model for image feature extraction

Sr. Model Accuracy

1 alexnet 0.7667

2 vgg16 0.8333

3 googlenet 0.6667

4 squeezenet 0.6667

5 inceptionv3 0.6333

6 densenet201 0.8

7 mobilenetv2 0.6667

8 resnet18 0.6333

9 resnet50 0.7667

10 resnet101 0.7

11 inceptionresnetv2 0.6

represent an image’s miscellaneous and significant proper-
ties. Zernike moments extract the prominent features of an
image and proved their effectiveness in multiple applica-
tions recently [45–47]. A classification experiment has been
performed with several pre-trained deep convolution neu-
ral networks for selecting the appropriate network for deep
visual feature extraction. After feature extraction, images
are classified into respective classes using a support vector
machine (SVM) classifier. Out of all the deepmodel features,
SVM gave the highest accuracy using VGG16 features, so it
has been utilized in the proposed approach for image feature
extraction. Table 1 shows the models chosen for experimen-
tation (in MATLAB R2019a) along with the classification
accuracy. VGG16 and the corresponding accuracy value are
represented as bold in the table because of the highest value.
VGG16 convolution neural network has been used for clas-
sification or visual feature extraction in many applications
recently and has also been found to be effective [25, 26, 48].

2.3.1 Zernike moments (ZM)

Zernike moments are continuous orthogonal moments that
are least redundant, noise resilient, scale, rotation, and trans-
lation invariant [49]. They are derived from the complex
Zernike polynomials proposed by Frits Zernike (optical
physicist) [50]. These polynomials are defined within a unit
disk over polar coordinate space. ZM are defined as the pro-
jections of an image function along real and imaginary axes
which are convolved by an orthogonal function. Therefore,
images are represented in diverse frequency components
such as orders (along radial direction) and repetitions (along
angular direction). For ZM calculation, an image is mapped
onto a unit circle to transform the image center into the center
of the circle using the outer circle mapping technique [51].
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The process followed for ZM calculation along with image
pre-processing is same as [8].

If an image function is represented by f (r , φ), the 2-D
ZM with order p and degree of repetition q are calculated in
Polar coordinate system as below [52]:

Z pq = p + 1

π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 1

0
f (r , φ)V ∗

pq(r , φ)rdrdφ (1)

where V ∗
pq(r , φ) is the complex conjugate of Zernike poly-

nomials (Vpq(r , φ)) which are evaluated as:

Vpq(r , φ) = Rpq(r)e
itφ (2)

which satisfies p ≥ 0, 0 ≤| q |≤ p, p− | q | = even,
and i = √−1. r is the length of the vector from origin to the
point (x, y) and θ depicts the angle between x-axis and the
vector. Radial polynomials can be calculated as below:

Rpq(r)=
(p−|q|)/2∑

k=0

(−1)k × (p − k)!
k!( p+|q|

2 − k)!( p−|q|
2 − k)!r

p−2k

(3)

2.3.2 VGG16

VGG16 network is developed by the Visual Geometry Group
of the University of Oxford, and it is the winner of the 2014
ILSVRC object identification algorithm [53]. It is a deep
convolutional neural network pre-trained on the ImageNet
dataset comprising more than a million images. It is capable
of categorizing the images into 1000 object classes. Hence,
the network has learned rich feature representations for a
variety of images. VGG16 takes the fixed input of 224×224
RGB image. Its network architecture consists of a total of 41
stacked layers. There are 16 layers with learnableweights: 13
convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers. A kernel
of 3 × 3 dimension is utilized for the convolution operation
alongwithW andb (as learnable attributes),which are passed
over the pixels x of an image, and it gives y as the output. The
following equation simply represents the convolution task by
the function:

y = f (Wx + b) (4)

The convolution layers extract patterns to distinguish
among different classes. Simple features learned by initial
convolution layers are combined to create complex features
in the later convolution layers. Rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation layer is typically placed after each convolution
layer to introduce uncertainty. The maxpooling layer per-
forms downsampling to reduce the activation map size. A
classifier exists at the end of this stack of convolution lay-
ers. There are two fully connected layers of 4096 neurons

and one fully connected layer of 1000 neurons after these.
The output from this layer goes into the softmax layer, which
gives a probability score for each category. Then, the classi-
fication layer (last layer) assigns it to a category as per the
cross-entropy function. In the proposed study, VGG16 has
only been utilized for feature extraction, so both the soft-
max and classification layer are absent. Image features are
retrieved from the last fully connected layer of 1000 neurons,
creating a feature vector of 1000 dimension corresponding
to each image.

2.4 Text feature extraction

LDA and TFIDF features have been used for text vector cre-
ation in the proposed framework. The motive of text feature
extraction is to choose the significant words in each text
document that can uniquely identify it and represent the doc-
ument with a vector for mathematical implementation. The
feature extraction methods are described in the following
sub-sections.

2.4.1 Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)

LDA is one of the popular and prominent techniques of
topic modeling. The procedure followed for LDA feature
extraction is same as given in [8]. LDA is represented as a
three-level hierarchical Bayesian model where documents
are modeled as random finite mixtures over latent topics
and each topic, in turn, is characterized as a word distri-
bution [54]. A word can be represented as a fundamental
element of discrete data and a vocabulary unit. A series of
R words depicted as w = (w1, w2, . . . , wR) is referred to
as a document, where wr is r th word in the sequence. A
corpus is defined as a bunch of Q documents depicted by
C = (w1,w2, . . . ,wQ). The three-level probabilistic graph-
ical model of LDA is shown in Fig. 3. The inner plate in the
model represents the recurrent topic and word choice in a
document, whereas the outer plate signifies documents. The
parameters γ and δ are corpus level parameters that are sam-
pled one time while corpus generation. The symbol η depicts
the variables at the document level that are sampled once in
a document. The symbols z and w represent variables at the
word level that are sampled once in a document for a single
word.

Each document w in a corpus C follows a generative pro-
cedure in LDA, given below [54]:

1. Select R ∼ Poisson(ξ ).
2. Select η ∼ Dir(γ ).
3. For every word wr in a document, select:

(a) a topic zr ∼ Multinomial(η).
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Fig. 3 Graphical model representation of LDA [54]

(b) a wordwr from p(wr |zr , δ), a multinomial probabil-
ity conditioned on zr topic.

A fewassumptions that are formed in the basicLDAmodel
are: (1) dimensionality of Dirichlet distribution is known and
stable; (2) R is not dependent on other data generating vari-
ables such as η and z; and (3) the word probabilities are
parameterized by δ matrix where δi j = p(w j = 1|zi = 1),
which is taken as a steady quantity that is to be determined.

A k-dimensional Dirichlet random variable η can have
values in (k − 1)-simplex (a k-vector η lies in the (k − 1)-
simplex if ηi ≥ 0 and

∑k
i=1 ηi = 1) and has the following

probability density on this simplex:

p(η|γ ) = 	(
∑k

i=1 γi )∏k
i=1 	(γi )

η
γ1−1
1 . . . η

γk−1
k (5)

where γ depicts a k-vector with γi > 0 and	(x) is a Gamma
function.

Given the parameters γ and δ, the joint distribution of a
topic mixture η, a set of R topics z, and a set of R words w

is evaluated as:

p(η, z,w|γ, δ) = p(η|γ )

R∏
r=1

p(zr |η)p(wr |zr , δ) (6)

here p(zr |η) simply represents ηi for unique i such that
zir = 1. Integrating over η and summing over z, the marginal
distribution of a document is defined as:

p(w|γ, δ) =
∫

p(η|γ )

(
R∏

r=1

∑
zr

p(zr |η)p(wr |zr , δ)
)
dη

(7)

Afterward, the probability of a corpus can be determined
by taking the product of the marginal probabilities of single
documents:

p(C |γ, δ) =
Q∏

c=1

∫
p(ηc|γ )

⎛
⎝ Rc∏
r=1

∑
zcr

p(zcr |ηc)p(wcr |zcr , δ)
⎞
⎠ dηc (8)

2.4.2 TFIDF

Frequency-based metrics are typically utilized to construct
vectors for sets of text documents. The vectors comprise
information about the presence or absence of significant
keywords. One of the widely used methods in document
representation is called the TFIDF (term frequency–inverse
document frequency) method that weighs the significance of
a keyword, based on its overall frequency in a document set
(term frequency) and the number of documents that have at
least one instance of a given keyword. The two components
of the TFIDFmetric are computed over the entire corpus and
significant keywords are then selected. High-value TFIDF
terms basically indicate terms that appear to be significant
for the specific document. The more frequent a term is in

Fig. 4 Process flow for TFIDF
text feature extraction
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Fig. 5 Raw data versus cleaned data after pre-processing

a document and the less it appears in other documents the
higher its weight. A term that appears in every other docu-
ment has a zero weight. TFIDF weight (t f id fi, j ) of a token
i in document j is given as [55]:

t f id fi, j = t fi, j × log

(
N

d fi

)
(9)

where t fi, j is token frequency of token i in document j , N
represents number of documents in a collection, and d fi is
the document frequency of token i in the collection.

Figure 4 represents the steps followed for TFIDF text
feature extraction. The first step is to extract the text from
the textual files and convert them into text strings, and then
the numbers (if there are any) are removed from the strings.
These strings are used to create tokenized documents which
are then pre-processed by lemmatization and removing punc-
tuation marks, stop words, and words with length 1 or 2.
Afterward, a cleaned bag ofwords is created from the cleaned
documents, and this bag is used for TFIDF feature extrac-
tion. Figure5 shows the word clouds of raw and cleaned data
(obtained after pre-processing).

3 Hebbian and Oja learning

The neuropsychologist Donald Hebb postulated regarding
the learning of the biological neurons [56]:

When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell
B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it,
some growth process or metabolic change takes place
on one or both cells such that A’s efficiency as one of
the cells firing B, is increased.
It can be stated that if two neurons, which are connected,

are activated simultaneously on some input, then the con-
nection is strengthened. In simple terms, ‘Neurons that fire
together, wire together.’ In the basic formulation, the sim-
ple Hebbian learning depends only on the presynaptic ai and
postsynaptic a j firing rate and a learning rate η.


wi j = η · aia j (10)

where 
wi j represents the change in weight of synapse con-
necting i th neuron with j th neuron. Hebbian learning is a
correlation-based learning principle.

Let the postsynaptic activity value over multiple input
synapses is evaluated by:

a j =
∑
i

wi j ai = aT × w j (11)

the learning rule cumulates the auto-correlation matrix Q
of the input r:


w j = ηaa j = ηa × aT × w j = ηQ × w j (12)

Q depicts the correlation matrix of the inputs when several
input vectors are introduced:

Q = Ea[a × aT ] (13)

Hence, Hebbian plasticity is learning strong weights to fre-
quently co-occurring input elements. The simple Hebbian
learning rule suffers from a severe issue. There is nothing to
stop the connections from growing all the time, eventually
leading to huge values. So, weights will keep on growing
in size with time. Another term is required to balance this
growth. A term depicting "forgetting" has been utilized in
several neuron models where the weight value itself should
be subtracted from the right-hand side. Erkki Oja, a Finnish
computer scientist proposed a learning rule, known as Oja
rule, which is a mathematical formalization of the Hebbian
rule, such that a neuron learns to compute a principal com-
ponent of its input stream over time [57]. The main idea
behind this rule is to make the forgetting term proportional
to the value of weight along with the square of the activity of
the postsynaptic neuron. Oja rule normalizes the length of a
weight vector by a local operation:


wi j = ηaia j − ηa2jwi j (14)

ηa2jwi j is a regularization term.When the postsynaptic activ-
ity a j or weight wi j is too large, then the term cancels the
Hebbian aia j part and decreases the weight. The new (next)
weight can be calculated as the old weight (wi j (n − 1)) plus
the change in weight (
wi j ) as given in Eq. 15:

wi j (n) = wi j (n − 1) + 
wi j (15)

4 Oja learning-based cross-modal retrieval

4.1 Problem formulation

The goal is to make a robust connection between strongly
related gastrointestinal images and collateral text by reduc-
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ing the semantic gap between these heterogeneousmodalities
as much as possible. We have a collection of images and
corresponding text in the form of multiple labels (rep-
resenting the images). Each image file has a single text
file related to it. The aim of the proposed approach is
to retrieve the matched images or text given a text or an
image query, respectively. Let E = (I j , Tj , L j )

N
j=1 depict

the total endoscopy image–text dataset, where I j ∈ RdI

and Tj ∈ RdT represent the image and text features hav-
ing different dimensions dI and dT , respectively. (I j , Tj )

is an image–text pair with same semantic label L j ∈ Rc,
where c symbolizes the total number of categories of seman-
tic concepts in the dataset. The labels are not used in the
whole model training process as the proposed technique is
of unsupervised nature; however, they have been used while
evaluation of the performance metric for the trained cross-
modal system. Total image–text pair instances N have been
divided into N1 training instances and N2 testing instances,
creating the train data Etrain = (Ik, Tk)

N1
k=1 and test data

Etest = (Ik, Tk)
N2
k=1. The text training set is defined as Ttrain =

[T1, T2, . . . , TN1−1, TN1 ] ∈ RdT ×N1 and image training set
as Itrain = [I1, I2, . . . , IN1−1, IN1 ] ∈ RdI×N1 . Similarly,
Itest = [I1, I2, . . . , IN2−1, IN2 ] ∈ RdI×N2 depicts the image
testing set along with Ttest = [T1, T2, . . . , TN2−1, TN2 ] ∈
RdT ×N2 as the text testing set.

4.2 Proposed HSOM technique exploiting Oja rule

The proposed approach aims to associate two separately
trained traditional self-organizing maps (on diverse modal-
ities) using improved Hebb links or Oja links, creating a
hybrid SOM model which can be utilized for endoscopy
image annotation and retrieval. Figure6 demonstrates the
difference between the traditional SOM (Fig. 6a) and hybrid
SOM (HSOM) (Fig. 6b) using two data instances in the input
layer. HSOM associates two separately trained traditional
SOMs on different modalities using Oja links, as shown in
the figure. In the proposed study, one SOM is dedicated to
the imagemodality (dubbed image SOM) and the other to the
text modality (dubbed text SOM). These two SOMs are inte-
grated using a third network known as the improved Hebbian
network or Oja network that connects each neuron (similar
cluster of images) in image SOM with every neuron (similar
cluster of texts) in the text SOM. Oja network is inspired
by the Oja learning rule described in Sect. 3. Neurons in
the trained SOMs that are synchronously highly active while
training are associated via the Oja network. This network
has been used for the association to enhance the connections
between the SOMs when respective nodes in them activate
in response to an input text or an image. If the size of the
text SOM is m × n and image SOM is p × q, then the size
of the connecting network would be m × n × p × q. In the

Input layer 4x4 SOM layer
(output layer)

BMU

(a) Traditional SOM

Input layer
(Image

instances)

Input layer
(Text

instances)

4x4 image
SOM layer

(output
layer)

4x4 text
SOM layer 

(output
layer)

BMU Oja link

(b) Hybrid SOM

Fig. 6 Demonstration of a traditional SOM; and b hybrid SOM where
two separately trained traditional SOMs are integrated using Oja links

proposed study, the size of both the image and text SOM is
4 × 4, so the size of the Oja network is 16 × 16.

For implementing the proposed approach, image and
text features are retrieved as described in Sects. (2.3, 2.4).
Two independent SOMs netT and netI of dimension 4 × 4
are trained for texts and images correspondingly, and the
SOM neuron numbers are also obtained corresponding to
each instance depicted as classesT and classesI matri-
ces. The SOM node weights represented by nodeWeightsI
and nodeWeightsT are obtained for both image and text
SOMfor further experimentation. LetwinnersMatri xT and
winnersMatri xI be the weight vector of the winner node of
each text and image input instance, respectively. Afterward,
Euclidean distance has been calculated between each input
vector and the corresponding winner node weight vector, and
the results are depicted as one-dimensional matrices wojaI
andwojaT individually. Now the training of the Oja network
is performed as per Eq. 16, and the Oja link weights (repre-
sented by ojaLink matrix) keep on updating for each input
instance for the whole training process. All the nodes of netI
are connected with all the nodes of netT in the Oja network.
However, the strength of the Oja bond is determined by the
Oja link weight.

ojaLink(classesI (i), classesT (i))

= ojaLink(classesI (i), classesT (i))

+(α ∗ wojaI (i) ∗ wojaT (i)
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−α ∗ wojaT (i) ∗
ojaLink(classesI (i), classesT (i)) ∗ wojaT (i));

(16)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ length(classesI ) and the α represents the
learning rate whose value has been chosen to be 0.001 after
experimentation on values given in the set {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}.
After the network training, two vectors AnetI and AnetT
of size 16 are created such that AnetI will have the node
numbers of netT having the highest Oja link weight where
each index of the AnetI vector represents the node number in
netI . Similarly, AnetT comprises the node numbers of netI
SOM. For model testing using an image input, firstly, the
input image is clustered in a suitable node in the image SOM
as per the similarity. Afterward, the corresponding linked
node in the text SOM is found, and the clustered instances
from both the image and text nodes are retrieved. Algorithms
(1 and 2 ) display all the steps performed for implementing
the proposed method. Figure7 shows the pipeline diagram of
the proposed system for cross-modal gastrointestinal images
and text retrieval.

5 Experimental analysis

This section includes all the implementation details of the
proposed framework and the results obtained. The implemen-
tation has been performed inMATLAB R2019a on Windows
10 system with 8GB RAM.

5.1 Dataset

Areal endoscopy dataset has been composed for this study by
visiting a known gastroenterologist. He provided the related
keywords corresponding to each of the images, which can be
utilized as the other modality for training. Total 300 gastroin-
testinal data instances (image–text pair) have been collected.
The dataset has a ratio of 180:120 for healthy and sick cases.
Figure8 illustrates the word clouds of normal and sick cat-
egories and Fig. 9 shows an image–text pair instance from
the dataset. All the images are of size 256 × 256, and the
data incorporates four diverse categories of in vivo gastral
images: Upper (normal and bleeding) and Lower (normal
and bleeding) as shown in Fig. 10. The upper gastrointestinal
tract includes esophagus and stomach, lower includes small
bowel and colon. These areas have been further divided into
normal (180) or bleeding (120) instances. In upper GI tract,
normal = 42, bleeding = 54; in lower GI tract, normal = 138
and bleeding = 66 instances. Table 2 provides information
regarding the endoscopic images in the dataset. The plot in
Fig. 11 shows the red color intensity comparison of healthy

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of HSOM technique exploiting Oja
rule for endoscopy cross-modal retrieval

INPUT: Etrain and Etest
OUTPUT: Trained netI and netT SOMs, retrieval of matched images and text

corresponding to text and images in Etest , respectively
1: procedure Image feature extraction

2: Input all images
3: Resize the images to 224×224×3 � Defined image input size for VGG16 input
4: Extract the deep features of 1000 dimension from fc8 layer of VGG16 network
5: end procedure
6: procedure Text feature extraction

7: Input all text files
8: Removal of numbers from each text
9: cleanedDocuments ← tokeni zedDocument(text) � Create tokenized

documents from the text
10: Perform lemmatization
11: Remove punctuation marks, stop words and words with length ≤ 2
12: cleanedBag ← bagO f Words(cleanedDocuments) � Create a

bag-of-words from cleaned documents
13: Calculate TFIDF score from the cleaned bag using Eq. 9
14: end procedure
15: procedure HSOM based cross- modal retrieval using endoscopy

data

16: Load Etrain and Etest
17: dimension1 ← 4, dimension2 ← 4 � Dimensions of both image and text

SOM
18: netI ← sel f orgmap([dimension1dimension2]) � Configure image SOM

with default parameters except dimensions
19: netT ← sel f orgmap([dimension1dimension2]) � Configure text SOM with

default parameters except dimensions
20: netI ← train(netI , Itrain ), netT ← train(netT , Ttrain ) � Training of maps
21: classesI ← vec2ind(netI (Itrain )), classesT ← vec2ind(netT (Ttrain )) �

Retrieving node number for each input instance
22: for i ← 1 to length(classesI ) do � Winner node weight matrix

corresponding to image input instances
23: winnerI ← classesI (i)
24: winnersMatri xI (:, i) ← nodeWeightsI (winnerI , :)′
25: end for
26: for i ← 1 to length(classesT ) do � Winner node weight matrix

corresponding to text input instances
27: winnerT ← classesT (i)
28: winnersMatri xT (:, i) ← nodeWeightsT (winnerT , :)′
29: end for
30: for i ← 1 to length(classesI ) do � Euclindean distance calculation
31: for j ← 1 to imageV ector Dimension do
32: wojaI (i) ← wojaI (i) + (winnersMatri xI ( j, i) − inputI ( j, i))

2

33: end for
34: for j ← 1 to textV ector Dimension do
35: wojaT (i) ← wojaT (i) + (winnersMatri xT ( j, i) − inputT ( j, i))2

36: end for
37: wojaI (i) ← sqrt(wojaI (i))
38: wojaT (i) ← sqrt(wojaT (i))
39: end for
40: for i ← 1 to length(classesI ) do
41: Train the improved Hebbian (Oja) network using Eq. 16
42: end for
43: Follow Algorithm 2 for creation of AnetI and AnetT
44: Cluster Ik ∈ netI and Tk ∈ netT where (Ik , Tk ) ∈ Etest and k ∈ [1, N2]
45: Refer AnetI and AnetT to find the corresponding Oja link node
46: Retrieve results from the found node
47: end procedure

and sick images. It can be visualized that sick images contain
more redness than healthy images.

5.2 Evaluationmetrics

The two evaluation metrics utilized in this study for perfor-
mance analysis are as follows:

1. Mean average precision (MAP): It is a prevalent metric
for evaluating the performance of a cross-modal infor-
mation retrieval system. This metric checks whether the
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Fig. 7 Process flow of image
and text training for the
proposed hybrid cross-modal
retrieval system
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for creation of AnetI and AnetT
vectors

INPUT: Trained Oja Network
OUTPUT: Two 1-D vectors AnetI and AnetT of size 16 each

1: procedure Creation of AnetI
2: netI Si ze, netT Si ze ← dimension1 × dimension2 � Size of image and text

net (netI , netT ) in Oja network
3: for i ← 1 to netI Si ze do
4: maxtemp ← 0, maxindex ← −1 � Initializing the temporary variables
5: for j ← 1 to netT Si ze do
6: if ojaLink(i, j) > maxtemp then � Checking for the maximum ojaLink

weight
7: maxtemp = ojaLink(i, j)
8: maxindex = j
9: end if
10: end for
11: AnetI (i) = maxindex
12: end for
13: end procedure
14: procedure Creation of AnetT
15: for i ← 1 to netT Si ze do
16: maxtemp ← 0, maxindex ← −1 � Initializing the temporary variables
17: for j ← 1 to netI Si ze do
18: if ojaLink( j, i) > maxtemp then � Checking for the maximum

ojaLink weight
19: maxtemp = ojaLink( j , i)
20: maxindex = j
21: end if
22: end for
23: AnetT (i) = maxindex
24: end for
25: end procedure

retrieved outcome is of the same class as query (relevant)
or not (irrelevant) [58].MAP is defined as themean of the
measured average precision (AP) over all the test queries.

Fig. 8 Word clouds of normal (healthy) and sick classes

Given an input test query (a text or an image) and a set
of corresponding retrieved outcomes Y , AP can be eval-
uated as:

AP = 1

R

Y∑
y=1

P(y)rel(y) (17)

where R depicts the ground truth positives or the number
of relevant outcomes in the retrieved outcomes [59], P(y)
represents the precision of top y retrieved results, and Y
has a different value for each test (image/text) instance
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Image Collateral text

PillCam Small
Bowel gluten

refractory celiac
disease

Fig. 9 Sample dataset instance: a gastral image and collateral text

GI Tract

Upper Lower

Normal NormalBleeding Bleeding

Fig. 10 Dataset of 300 images with collateral text has been divided
into upper (esophagus, gastric) and lower (small bowel, colon) sections.
Upper: normal = 42, bleeding = 54; Lower: normal = 138 and bleeding
= 66

Table 2 Description of images in dataset

Category Healthy Sick

Image ratio 180 120

Size 256 × 256 256 × 256

Redness Overall Spots or saturation

as the total number of obtained results are different for
each test query. If the yth retrieved result is relevant then
rel(y) = 1 and otherwise 0. MAP score is defined as
follows:

MAP = 1

N

N∑
n=1

AP (18)

where N signifies the number of queries. The higher the
MAP score, the better the algorithm.

2. Accuracy: Accuracy is the common metric used for eval-
uating any algorithm. We define the accuracy of retrieval
as the number of correctly retrieved items of a category,
divided by the total number of items in the category.

5.3 Single SOM illustration

We begin by looking at the performance of a single SOM
to deal with the categorization of images. Figure12 is a col-
lection of 10 healthy and 10 sick gastral images along with
their captions. A simple SOM has been executed for individ-

Fig. 11 Sorted average red pixel intensities for healthy and sick images.
The sick images comprise more redness than healthy images

ual image and text clustering for the 4×4 map as shown in
Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The image category has subtle
visual features that are shared among each member: color,
texture, shape, and edges. Hence, the clustering of gastral
images together is no accident as depicted in Fig. 13.

The testing for both single SOMand hybrid SOMhas been
explained using 300 instances (image + collateral text) with
90:10 for training and testing ratios in the following sections.

For an image-to-image retrieval, the overall recognition
accuracy for single SOM has been found to be 77% as shown
in Table 3. The results shown are the average of 5 runs. The
keyword categorizing SOMperforms a relatively simple task
in that it matches keywords with keywords, and the accuracy
of the retrieval for 30 keyword vectors presented 5 times was
almost 100%. It should be noted here that choice of images
and the assignment of categories by dataset indexers varied
considerably in detail and perhaps in accuracy, suggested by
the variation in the number of keywords, and some labels
described visual features like ulcer, Angioectasia, and so on.

5.4 Testing HSOM exploiting basic Hebb rule

The hybrid system is trained using ZM (image represen-
tation), LDA (text representation), and Hebbian network
(integration of two SOMs) as explained in [8]. The trained
system is capable of retrieving both the same as well as dif-
ferent modality than the query modality. However, the main
focus of a cross-modal retrieval is to analyze the accuracy
of a system based on the efficiency of retrieving different
modality than the query modality. So, the two tasks that are
being automated here are: (1) Auto-annotation, and (2) Auto-
retrieval
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Fig. 12 A small example of 20
images and 20 captions. Here, bi
and ni means the corresponding
captions of bleeding and normal
examples

Fig. 13 Clusters created by the image features (ZM) in the SOM on 20
images (Fig. 12) for 4 × 4 grid of SOM. The circle shows overlapping
node with normal and bleeding images

Fig. 14 Clusters created by the text features in the 4 × 4 SOM for
the sample data shown in Fig. 12. n and b means normal and bleeding
instances, respectively. The keywords next to n and b are the keywords
corresponding to that particular instance
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Table 3 Accuracy scores of different retrieval operations using single
SOM and hybrid SOM on endoscopy data

Retrieval operation Accuracy (round off) (%)

I2I 77

I2T 83

T2I 85

Upper

gastrointestinal

Ulcer bleeding

gastric antrum

Image query Retrieved
keywords

Matched
images

Fig. 15 Auto-annotation testing results using a single image query

Crohnsdisease

Serpiginous ulcer

Serpiginous

ulcer

Crohnsdisease

normal

gastric

diverticuli

Text query Matched
keywords

Retrieved
images

Fig. 16 Testing results for auto-retrieval on a test instance. Only 2
images have been shown to simplify the illustration

1. Auto-annotation: The trained hybrid system, comprising
an image categorization system and a keyword catego-
rization system connected via a Hebb link, is presented
with an unseen image feature vector. The image SOM
component is activated by the unseen image vector, and
the system finds the best matching units (BMUs). The
active nodes then activate nodes in the collateral key-
word SOM via the Hebbian links. The hybrid system
determines the BMUs. The auto-annotation process on
a test instance is shown in Fig. 15. The trained system
also retrieves the images matching with the query image.
Only a few retrieved results are shown in the image for
simplification. The average accuracy obtained for auto-
annotation task is 83% (Table 3).

2. Auto-retrieval: In this case, the hybrid system is given an
unseen query keyword vector. The system matches the
keywords with the pre-stored nodes in a keyword cate-
gorizing SOM. The identification of the place in which
query-related keywords are concentrated then allows the
search for collateral images whose features have been
‘learned’ by a SOM. An example of the auto-retrieval
process in Fig. 16.Given a text query, thematched images

are also retrieved along with the keywords. The average
accuracy is 85% for image retrieval task (Table 3).

Results reported for the hybrid SOM method in Table 4
represent the average values of class-wise accuracy over the
test images for different retrieval tasks. The bold accuracy
values depict the best value of accuracy on that particular
data class and the retrieval task. The chart in Fig. 17 repre-
sents the category-wise accuracy scores for various retrieval
tasks. It can be observed from the chart that the best accu-
racy is obtained in case of both Upper GI—Bleeding and
Lower GI—Bleeding categories for T2I and I2T retrieval
tasks, respectively.

5.5 Testing HSOM exploiting Oja rule

The step-by-step procedure of this approach (dubbed HSO
M_OJ A) is mentioned in Algorithm 1. Here, the VGG16
deep features are extracted from the endoscopy images, and
TFIDF features represent collateral text. Then, the separate
SOMs are trained using these visual and textual features. The
two SOMs are integrated using an Oja network or improved
Hebbian network following the Oja learning rule to make a
final cross-modal system that can be utilized for gastroin-
testinal image annotation and retrieval. The implementation
details are given in the following sections. The final results
obtained using this HSOM_OJ A approach are compared
with the results obtained using HSOM exploiting the Hebb
rule, ZM, and LDA (dubbed HSOM_HEBB).

5.5.1 Parameter settings

The parameter values of the different methods utilized in the
implementation are chosen to enhance the system’s overall
performance. Order 5 has been chosen for the ZM features
used in HSOM_HEBB, generating a 12d image vector.
Perplexity and time analysis has been performed to deter-
mine the appropriate value for the total topics created in the
LDAmodel for textual representation. This analysis has been
represented in Fig. 18 in the form of a plot. Perplexity is
the statistical measure of how well a probability model pre-
dicted a sample. The number of topics needs to be selected
such that the perplexity value is minimized. The lesser the
perplexity value, the better the selection of the number of top-
ics. However, the convergence time of the LDA model also
needs to be considered along with perplexity because, with
an increase in the number of topics, LDA may require more
time to converge. So, to critically analyze this trade-off, both
the perplexity score and the elapsed time are plotted simulta-
neously against the number of topics as depicted in Fig. 18.
As per the figure, the best choice for the total number of topics
is 14, which has been selected for the LDA model training,
and it generates the 14d text vector corresponding to each
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Table 4 Comparison of the
accuracy for the 4 categories of
images (I) and collateral text (T)

Category I2I (%) T2I (%) I2T (%) Avg (%) Best task

Upper GI—Normal 77 80 87 81 I2T

Upper GI—Bleeding 73 93 80 82 T2I

Lower GI—Normal 77 77 80 78 I2T

Lower GI—Bleeding 80 83 93 85 I2T

Bold numbers indicate the best value of accuracy

Fig. 17 Class-wise performance chart on different retrieval tasks based
on accuracy scores

Fig. 18 Perplexity and time analysis to determine an appropriate num-
ber of topics for the LDA model in endoscopy data

textual instance. For extraction of deep image features in
the HSOM_OJ A technique, a pre-trained VGG16 convo-
lution neural network has been used with default parameters.
The features have been extracted from the f c8 fully con-
nected layer of the model generating a 1000d feature vector
for image representation.

5.5.2 Model training

Figure 19 shows an example of the train data distribution after
independent training of image and text SOM. The hexagon
represents the neuron or a node in the SOM, and the num-
ber written inside each node depicts the total number of
train instances clustered in that particular SOM node. These
SOMs are trained using 1000d VGG16 visual features and
14d LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation) textual features. The
corresponding SOM figures depicting neighbor distances
are demonstrated in Fig. 20. Red lines connect SOM nodes
(depicted as blue hexagons) to the neighbors. The darker the
shade of the color in the red line section, the more is the
distance between the adjacent nodes. The prominent tuning
parameters chosen for image–text SOM training (after sev-
eral experiments) in MATLAB are given in Table 5. The
learning rate for the Oja network has been chosen by train-
ing multiple times at different values {0.1, 0.01, 0.001} and
analyzing the average image–text query MAP score. After
experimentation, 0.001 has been found to be an appropriate
learning rate for the endoscopy dataset.

5.5.3 Results

Table 6 shows the comparative analysis of different tech-
niques based on theMAP score performance metric. Diverse
combinations of image and text features have been utilized
along with the two SOM association network weight upda-
tion rule. The table consists of five columns. Rule column
represents the weight updation rule followed for training
the image and text SOM integration network, such as the
Hebbian and Oja learning rule. The columns Image features
and Text features represent the various image and text repre-
sentation methods used for the experiments, which are 12d
ZM, 1000d VGG16, 14d LDA, and 323d TFIDF features.
MAP_I2T and MAP_T 2I columns represent the MAP
score values for image-to-text retrieval (image annotation)
and text-to-image retrieval (image retrieval), respectively. It
can be observed that the Oja network training, along with
VGG16 image features and LDA text features, is showing
the best performance in image-to-text (I2T) retrieval opera-
tion; however, it is showing theworst performance for the T2I
task. So, it can be deduced that the combination of VGG16
and LDA along with the Oja rule is not good for the overall
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Fig. 19 Input train data distribution after individual SOM training for endoscopy data

Fig. 20 Neighbor distances among respective SOM nodes after training for endoscopy dataset. Darker shade denotes larger distance

Table 5 SOM parameters
chosen for experimentation (in
MATLAB) using endoscopy
data

Parameter Value Description

dimensions [4 4] (4 × 4) Row vector of SOM dimension sizes

coverSteps 100 No. of training steps for initial covering of input space

initNeighbor 3 Initial neighborhood size

topologyFcn hextop Layer topology function

distanceFcn linkdist Neuron distance function
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Table 6 MAP score comparison of different combinations of methods
on endoscopy dataset

Rule Image features Text features MAP_I2T MAP_T2I

Hebb ZM LDA 0.6435 0.5451

TFIDF 0.6694 0.5533

VGG16 LDA 0.5824 0.4304

TFIDF 0.5811 0.5591

Oja ZM LDA 0.6574 0.5297

TFIDF 0.5472 0.5767

VGG16 LDA 0.6897 0.3498

TFIDF 0.6073 0.5376

The best MAP scores in respective tasks are highlighted in bold

Fig. 21 Performance analysis of differentmethods based onMAP score

system performance. Oja rule with ZM image representation
and TFIDF text representation is giving the best performance
for text-to-image retrieval (T2I) task. The average (average
of I2T and T2I MAP scores) system performance is best in
the case of ZM image features, TFIDF text features, andHeb-
bian learning. This analysis aims to show the importance of
choosing the methods wisely, as per the required operation
and the application area. The performance (based upon the
MAP score values) of various utilized methods can be visu-
alized in the form of a bar chart in Fig. 21.

Table 7 displays the MAP score comparison of the pro-
posed approaches with other state-of-the-art techniques.
Oja_ZM_TFIDF depicts the application of the Oja rule
with ZM image features and TFIDF text features, and simi-
larly,Oja_VGG16_LDA represents the Oja rule with VGG16
image features and LDA text features. The best MAP scores
are highlighted in bold. The sorted average precision results
obtained using the Oja rule for all the test queries (image
query for I2T and text query for T2I operation) are demon-
strated in Fig. 22 in the form of curves. Four separate curves
depict different combinations of image and text features uti-
lized for the experimentation and SOMs associated with
using the Oja network.

Table 7 MAP score comparison of the proposed approach with other
state-of-the-art techniques

Method MAP_I2T MAP_T2I

URL [41] 0.5381 0.554

NSTRN [39] 0.6428 0.5519

COOKIE [40] 0.5245 0.562

Oja_ZM_TFIDF 0.5472 0.5767

Oja_VGG16_LDA 0.6897 0.3498

5.6 Discussion

The below reasons justify the effectiveness of the proposed
approach:

1. Zernike moments extract the global image features and
are robust shape descriptors. They are noise resilient,
rotation, scaling, and translation invariant, and provide
the least redundant features [60]. VGG16 features have
been extracted from the pre-trained model, which has
been chosen after comparison with several other pre-
trained models.

2. LDA features divulge the inter and intra-document sta-
tistical structure. They provide well-defined inference
procedures for even unseen documents [54]. Moreover,
the number of topics in the LDA model has been chosen
as per perplexity analysis.

3. SOM is a robust clustering algorithm capable of clus-
tering massive datasets. It mimics the working of the
human brain [42]. Moreover, SOM has lately been quite
efficacious in a number applications such as energy sus-
tainability [61], unveiling the comorbidities of chronic
diseases [62], analysis of long-term evolution of ground-
water hydrochemistry [63], intrusion detection of net-
work viruses [64], and assessing public opinion [65]. The
Hebb and Oja rules are also influenced by the biological
systems [56].

4. The performance of a DL technique is greatly influenced
by its design which incorporates training strategies, layer
depth, andwindow size [66].Moreover, itmay be imprac-
tical to train a pre-trained model from scratch because it
would require knowledge of several model parameters
and layer modifications, which has a high computation
cost [67].

5. Deep learning (DL)-based approaches usually require
massive datasets (in millions) for model training [68].
Thedataset in theproposedwork contains fewer instances,
which may result in overfitting.

6. Several deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) pro-
cesses do not imitate the biological processes that occur
inside the brain [69]. For instance, as per neuroscience,
the brain does not have operations like backpropagation
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Fig. 22 Average precision results for all test queries obtained using Oja rule

and stochastic gradient descent optimization, which are
the basis of deep CNN training. However, Hebb’s learn-
ing rule better emulates the working of the human brain.

7. Selecting suitable feature extraction algorithms as per the
modalities also plays a significant role in model effec-
tiveness [3]. So the feature extractors have been chosen
carefully in the proposed study and with appropriate
parameter values to represent the modalities in the best
promising way.

6 Conclusion

The proposed study introduced new ways of indexing and
querying image collections by training neural computing
systems with images accompanied by collateral texts. The
characteristic visual features of the image collection are
extracted using pre-trained VGG16 deep convolution neural
network and Zernike moments. The characteristic linguistic
features of the collateral texts are extracted using TFIDF and
LDA, well-known text representation methods. The images
and keywordswere categorized synchronously but separately
using an unsupervised clustering algorithm, Kohonen self-
organizing feature maps. SOMs learn to categorize unseen
images and collateral texts and concurrently, during uni-
modal learning, an Oja link or Hebb link is established
between the most active nodes in the two uni-modal maps:
This is the basis of our claim that we use multimodal
features to train neural networks and during the train-
ing to establish cross-modal connections between the two
maps through another unsupervised network, the improved
Hebbian learning network or Oja network. Multi-net archi-
tectures have been reported in the literature. Still, one seldom
sees the establishment of cross-modal links during training
and multi-sensory enhancement during testing (or retrieval)
to compensate for the paucity of information in one mode.

Our auto-annotation system’s overall accuracy and MAP
score are encouraging, although image semantics need to
be considered more carefully in the auto-illustration system.

A few of the shortcomings of the proposed study are: (1)
It has been validated on a small medical dataset; (2) it is chal-
lenging to obtain the medical dataset due to privacy issues
and also of considerable size; and (3) the in vivo images suffer
frommoving cameras, image compression, optimal intensity
of light, and occlusions; (4) the performance of the proposed
cross-modal system is directly proportional to the details
depicted by the respective captions of underlying images.
Data augmentation techniques can be applied to refine the
results in the future, and modified versions of ZM and LDA
can be utilized. More associative learning approaches should
be explored for integrating multiple modalities, and the tech-
nique can be applied in diverse application areas to show the
reliability of the proposed framework.
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